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STATE OF THE HEART
What will it be, the bad news, or the
worse news? Well, not to be flippant,
the bad news as we start the year is
that there’s hardly any good news. And
it’s not really surprising.

who care about the recovery of our
country, concentrating on the areas
where they can do some good. Things
like changing old habits and adopting
innovation and new thought.

According to a gloomy Bloomberg
report right at the beginning of
January, the World Bank is the first key
institution to cut its economic growth
forecast for South Africa to below
1% for 2020 due to electricity supply
concerns.

Big ticket projects are great in the
best of times, but now might be when
one’s vision has to be focused on what
was previously considered of minor
importance in the hierarchy of besttime needs – the huge number of South
Africans who have historically lost out.
And those whose limited resources
only make them economically active at
a very low level. People who could only
have a home at prices not currently
available.

Nobody had to tell us that electricity
supply is currently the abiding
preoccupation of every South African
at every economic level. And if one
looks at the prospects of a turnaround,
the news from that quarter is not
going to be good now, or maybe ever.
This, despite the knight on the white
charger who has been dropped behind
the CEO desk at Eskom. What exactly
André de Ruyter is expected to do, still
has to be made clear.

They are young people starting their
economic lives and also old people
who are winding theirs down, but
could, nevertheless, participate in
the residential market if the market
actually acknowledged their existence.

So perhaps if we can’t build another
mall or a high rise, let’s lower our
sights and continue to develop our
skills by finding solutions to assist
hard-working South Africans to own
smaller, financially accessible homes in
better planned, greener, more efficient
The tone of this report is not new to environments.
any of us in the construction industry
but every now and then we have to put Let’s see if less is possibly more, or at
least, enough. For now.
a finger on the pulse.
As a result of this poor view, the World
Bank now expects the SA economy to
expand by 0.9% this year, according
to its most recent Global Economic
Prospects report. That’s well below
government forecasts.

The encouraging news is, yes, there is
a heartbeat, with many South Africans
January 2020
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Building Activity Ticks Up In Q4, But
Constraints To Growth Persist

Economic

A

fter receding to a 20-year low of 22 in weighed on confidence in 4Q2019 more than the actual
3Q2019, the FNB/BER Building Confidence performance,” said Mkhwanazi.
Index edged higher to 25 in 4Q2019.
Sub-contractor confidence increased to 33 in 4Q2019,
The current level of the index indicates that only one in also on the back of higher activity.
four respondents are satisfied with prevailing business
In conclusion: The FNB/BER Building Confidence
conditions.
Index regained some ground following the twoFour sub-sectors registered higher confidence in decade low recorded in 3Q2019. Activity was also
higher across the surveyed sub-sectors although not
4Q2019 namely, hardware retailers (+19), architects
entirely reflected in overall confidence due to the
(+18), sub-contractors (+12) and main contractors
sharp drop in the confidence of building material
(+8). This was almost entirely offset by a 35-index manufacturers.
point drop in building material manufacturer
confidence. The confidence of quantity surveyors “While it is clear that activity in the building sector
was unchanged.
improved, from a low base, in 4Q2019, it is too soon to
tell if this will be sustained. The high level of tendering
At 31, the confidence of main contractors is back to price competition and the elevated rating of the lack
the level recorded in 2Q2019. Underpinning the higher of new building demand as a business constraint,
confidence was an uptick in building activity, particularly suggest that work is still relatively scarce. This does not
in the residential sector. The improved activity also lifted even take into account the poor state of the broader
profitability. However, there are still a number of concerns economy,” added Mkhwanazi.
within the sector. “While activity and profitability were
up, so was tendering competition.
FNB/BER Composite Building Confidence Index
Also, the rating of insufficient new demand as a business
constraint remained elevated. Therefore, it would be
prudent not to read too much into the increase in activity
this quarter as it may not be sustained,” cautioned
Siphamandla Mkhwanazi, Senior Economist at FNB.
The confidence of hardware retailers rose to 30 index
points in 4Q2019. This is its highest level this year.
“Despite downward pressure on consumers’ disposable
income, hardware sales, likely DIY related, did well,” said
Mkhwanazi.

Source: BER, Stellenbosch University.

After gaining 17 index points in 3Q2019, the business
confidence of building material manufacturers shed Main Contractors: Growth in building activity (Net
35 points to register a level of 4 in 4Q2019. Mkhwanazi balance)
noted that “while confidence is alarmingly low, it isn’t
supported by the underlying indicators. In fact, sales
increased noticeably along with a slight improvement in
production. It must also be mentioned that confidence
in this sub-sector can be volatile from one quarter to
another”.
Activity at the start of the building pipeline gained
some momentum for both architects and quantity
surveyors. However, while architect confidence
increased to 39, that of quantity surveyors remained at a
paltry 15. “The results reveal that quantity surveyors are
especially pessimistic. Despite actual activity exceeding
their expectations in 4Q2019, quantity surveyors are
unconvinced that this will continue into 1Q2020. This
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Understanding Temporary Works

O

n 27 November 2019 Master Builders
Association North staged yet another
important and successful workshop in Isando
which addressed aspects of Fall Arrest and the
Understanding of Temporary Works.
“The event was a great success with 46 delegates in
attendance,” said event host, Gerhard Roets, Construction
Health & Safety Manager for MBA North, who hosted the
event in collaboration with The Institute for Work at Height
(IWH), WACO Engineering Services (WES) and Form-Scaff.
The Seminar was CPD Accredited by SAIOSH (https://www.
saiosh.co.za/) and IWH (https://profbody.co.za/).
A formidable array of industry professionals was assembled
for the day and ensured the audience received the best
available advice on the topics at hand:
PRESENTER

PRESENTATION

Dr. Izak Olivier
OHS Care CC

“Management of Medical Records and Patient Information”

Mr. Gerhard Roets
On behalf of: Federated Employers Mutual
Assurance Company (FEM)

MBA News

Gerhard Roets, Construction Health & Safety Manager
for MBA North

Mr. Ferdi Snyman
The Building and Construction Industry Medical Aid
Fund (BCIMA)
Mr. Mike Murley
Honeywell

“FEM Corporate Video”
https://youtu.be/zALcF0D0Reo

“Special Focus on Medical Scheme TAX Credits (MTC)”

“The Importance of EN Standard for Fall Arrest nets (FAN)”

Mr. Otto Botha
WACO Engineering Services (WES)

“WES Services”

Mr. Vaughan Burgess
WACO Engineering Services (WES)

“Understanding Temporary Works”
Presentation not attached – (WES) Internal Training Manual

Ms. An-Lie Nel
Institute for Work at Heights (IWH)

“Temporary Works – Standards and Competencies”
IFWH APP: The info you need in your pocket!
Click here: https://zed27.com/mobile/ifwh

Form-Scaff Project: the new bridge in Ashton, Western Cape

For all future events visit www.mbanorth.co.za g
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Corobrik Sponsor Their 33rd Architectural
Student Of The Year Competition

E

ight finalists from Universities around
South Africa have already won the regional
competitions and will meet at The Wanderers
Club in Johannesburg between the 4th and 6th
May 2020 for the 33rd Corobrik Architectural Student
of the Year Awards evening.
The annual Corobrik Architectural Student of the Year
Award is the country’s premier event to highlight the
creative and technical talent of the cream of South Africa’s
architectural students and to drive the advancement of
design excellence nationally.
Participating universities include: University of the
Free State, University of Cape Town, Nelson Mandela
University, Tshwane University of Technology, University of
Johannesburg, University of KwaZulu-Natal, University of
Pretoria and University of Witwatersrand.

For more information, contact Thilo Sidambaram on 031
560 3111 or Marketing@corobrik.co.za g
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Participants’ thesis models are available to view at the
Wanderers Club between 8.30am and midday on the 6th
May 2020. Tertiary institutions are encouraged to send
architectural and design students to view the models and
listen to a student lecture.

Riaan Huiskens from the Nelson Mandela University is the 32nd winner of the
Corobrik Architectural Student Award. He received his award at a ceremony in
Johannesburg on Tuesday 7 May 2019. Huiskens’ thesis is entitled ‘The design of a
3D printing facility in Central Port Elizabeth.”

A Message from the Board of
the Institute for Timber
Construction
2019 has proven to be a challenging year, not only

for the Institute for Timber Construction (ITC-SA), but for
the construction industry at large, with many enterprises
having to face very real questions about their survival.
Earlier this year, the ITC-SA Board was also confronted
with a very difficult decision regarding the future of the
Institute and, with the aid of professional advice, took steps
to place the ITC-SA into dormancy, as announced on the
4th of October 2019. Regrettably, in making this decision,
the Board omitted to tap into the Institute’s most valuable
resource - its members - for alternative solutions.
The response to the ITC-SA’s announcement of dormancy
was immediate, impassioned and loud; a sobering reminder,
not only of the risks of declining building standards and
quality, but of the countless businesses and individuals that
rely on the invaluable work of the ITC-SA.
The Board swiftly reversed its dormancy resolution and now
continues, as a matter of urgency, to engage in discussions
with stakeholders on a sustainable way forward for the ITCSA by way of a workable funding model. In addition, the
Board actively seeks to employ an Executive Officer to lead
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the Institute and will convene again early in 2020, when a
new Board will be elected by the ITC-SA membership.
It is clear that there is a critical need for the ITC-SA to
continue its work into the future. Along with the support of
industry stakeholders, the ITC-SA’s continuation, whether in
its current state or in a more streamlined format, is in the
best interests of the industry.
Despite having faced uncertainty this year, the ITCSA has delivered exceptional results in the line of its
training courses, specialist workshops, on-site training for
government officials, growing its digital footprint, and
working alongside other professional bodies, Government
departments and private stakeholders to improve and
bolster the state of the industry. The ITC-SA is also proud
to have secured written confirmation from three big South
African banks of their standard support of timber frame
building; yet more voices publicly in support of a future
built with timber.
We look forward to communicating with you throughout
2020, which will hopefully bring with it a sunnier outlook,
better business and a stronger economy.
The ITC-SA Board g
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Ownership Of Unfixed Materials
In A Building Contract
By Prof Tinus Maritz, Acting CEO of the Joint Building to Grotius 2.10.6; Voet ad Pand 41.1.24 and 6.1.14 as
quoted by Loots (1995, p 454)
Contracts Committee
Ownership will be passed from the contractor to the
employer by either one of two ways:
THE QUESTION

S

uppliers of building materials often supply
materials and goods to a contractor on the
basis that ownership thereof remain vested
in the supplier until the full purchase price
has been paid by the contractor
What happens if the supplier delivers the materials
and goods at a building site without informing the
owner of the site (“the employer”) of the reservation
of ownership in the materials and goods? Is the
employer presumed to know that the contractor
becomes owner thereof only once the full purchase
price has been paid to the supplier? How does the
Joint Building Contracts Committee (JBCC) deal
with the issue, as well as with claims for payment for
materials and goods stored off the site?

Industry News

INTRODUCTION
Although the question with regards to ownership of
unfixed material on a building site seems simple, this
topic is quite complex and has given rise to several
court cases.

Accession (accession or more specifically inaedificatio)
Delivery (traditio)
(Edward L Bateman Ltd v Liquidator, Eric Reed (Pty) Ltd
1960 (4) SA (SR), which latter case is referred to by
Loots (1995, p 454)
In general, the question of accession must be decided
upon the circumstances of each case. However, the
basic elements to be considered are the following:
The nature of the particular article
The degree and manner of its annexation
The intention of the person annexing it
(Loots, 1995, p 459)
Unfixed material specifically
When the above principals are applied to unfixed
materials, it would seem that the ownership of
materials ordered and delivered to site by the
contractor would prima facie vest in him. If ownership
passes to the employer, it will depend on the following:

The increase in the employment of subcontractors in
the building industry has complicated this matter even
further. It has necessitated construction professionals
to understand a client’s rights with regards to this
issue in order to protect their client’s interests in the
best possible way

The terms of the contract between the contractor and
the employer

To provide clarity on the question raised above the
issue will be dealt with by first considering what the
common law says. Thereafter the specific contractual
terms dealing with this issue in the JBCC Principal
Building Agreement (Edition 6.2 May 2018) (PBA) and
the JBCC Selected/Nominated Subcontract Agreement
(Edition 6.2 May 2018) (NSSA) will be looked at. Lastly,
relevant court cases will be considered

Loots (1995, p 455 – 456) clarifies the point with
regards to the ownership of unfixed materials by
stating that ownership of unfixed material will
remain vested with the title holder, who may be the
contractor, subcontractor or supplier, until fixed to the
building. Furthermore, he also makes mention of the
importance of the agreement between the parties
which may alter this “general rule”

COMMON LAW

Conclusion

If the contractor has delivered the goods to the
employer in any form, actual or constructive
(McKenzie, 2014, p 39)

Material and plant in general

To conclude, it can be said that the ownership of
unfixed materials seems to vest in the person in
Loots (1995, p 454) and McKenzie (2014, p 38) states possession thereof although real ownership might
that the common law with regards to ownership of be vested in another person. If the contractor is the
owner of the goods, ownership can be passed to the
material and plant is as follows:
employer by accession or delivery. Ownership can
only be passed from the lawful owner
Material and plant supplied by the employer
The employer retains ownership hereof throughout JBCC AGREEMENTS
the building period.
Express terms in the JBCC
Material and plant supplied by the contractor
The commonly used JBCC building agreements
Roman-Dutch law provides that “...’the owner of the between the employer and the main contractor (PBA),
land becomes owner of the materials’...” (According as well as the subcontract agreement between the
>> P8
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Ownership Of Unfixed Materials
In A Building Contract (continued)

Industry News

<< P6

contractor and a subcontractor (NSSA), both contain purchase price has been paid, there is no sale and the
a vesting clause which alter the common law position original seller stays the lawful owner of the goods.
of the parties regarding the transfer of ownership
from one party to the other
However, such an agreement must be clearly
expressed and if not, ownership will pass to the buyer
The vesting clause is found in subclause 25.6 of both once a credit sale is made and goods are delivered to
the agreements and provides that the materials and him. (Laing v South African Milling Co Ltd 1921 AD 387
goods paid for by the employer in terms of subclause at 394, referred to by Loots (1995, p 461)
25.3.2 shall become the property of the employer and
shall not be removed without the written authority of Prejudice to the employer
the principal agent
If the employer, in terms of the JBCC agreements,
Purpose of a vesting clause
has forwarded payment to the contractor for unfixed
material, the employer might be prejudiced because
Loots (1995, p 457 – 458) and McKenzie (2014, p 39) real ownership might still vest in a supplier, which the
both point out that the objective of a vesting clause, contractor has not paid.
such as the one above, seems to serve two purposes.
That is:
However, prejudice can easily be avoided by the
employer if the value of these materials were to be
To secure money advanced to the contractor
excluded from subsequent payment certificates.
To secure due performance of the contract
Because the value of the work done by a contractor
is calculated by subtracting previous payments made
Ownership
against the total value of all work done and unfixed
materials stored on and off site, this measure is quite
Although the JBCC agreements clearly state that effective. (Finsen, 2018, p 205)
ownership of material will pass from the contractor
to the employer when the latter has paid for these, Materials stored off the site
the situation is far more complex. Considering the
common law principles discussed above, the following
In previous editions the JBCC provided a standard
might provide clarity as to the practical situation
regarding the transfer of ownership of unfixed form to be completed by the contractor should he
material, ie despite the express terms contained in the require payment for materials stored off the site
(Transfer of Ownership form). Because of the problems
JBCC agreements
already discussed in connection with ownership
Even though a contract might constitute a person JBCC has introduced in later editions the “advance
the owner of an object, South African law requires payment” provision that is in line with other modern
that some form of delivery must have taken place international forms of contract.
to transfer ownership. Delivery, however, might be
symbolic or fictitious depending on the circumstances The contractor must provide details at tender stage of
his requirements for advance payments together with
in each case.
an acceptable “advance payment guarantee” from an
For example, a vehicle can be delivered by a symbolic approved financial institution. All advance payment
act such as handing over the keys. Fictitious delivery, transactions are dealt with in the recovery statement.
on the other hand, is performed through a legal No “direct payments” should need to be made
process known as constitutum possessorium. (Finsen between the parties. This ensures that all financial
transactions related to the contract are accounted for
(2018, p 205) and McKenzie (2014, pp 39 – 41))
in the payment provisions of the agreement
Lawful ownership
RELEVANT COURT CASES
As stated above only the lawful owner of an object
can transfer ownership to another party. If the original To conclude, the following discussion highlights the
seller, such as the manufacturer and/or supplier of the most important court cases on the matter
materials, retains ownership of the materials in terms
of a credit arrangement between himself and the Jack Frost (Cape Town) (Pty) Ltd v Minister of Public
buyer (such as a contractor), the latter cannot possibly Works & another 1980 (3) SA 20 (C)
transfer ownership until the full purchase price has Question of law
been paid as he remains the lawful owner of the
materials. Such an arrangement is called a suspensive In this case the issue was whether a clause dealing
condition and until the condition is fulfilled, ie the full with the ownership of unfixed material in the main
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Ownership Of Unfixed Materials
In A Building Contract (continued)
contract, between the employer and the main The agreement between Melcorp and the developer
expressly stated that Melcorp retained ownership of
contractor, also applied to a subcontractor
the goods, with the right to remove the goods if default
was made in respect of any payments. It furthermore
Facts of the case
stated that this provision applied irrespective of
The subcontractor (Jack Frost) reserved the ownership certain conditions, which related to, among other
of material brought onto site until payment received things, a further mortgage or a subsequent lease of
in respect thereof by the employer. These conditions the premises, as well as the manner of attachment of
the goods
were clearly stated in its tender
The main contract contained no subsequent
conditions with regards to the ownership of materials
brought onto site by a subcontractor. The main
contract only referred to materials brought onto site
by the main contractor

Melcorp presented the bondholder with a copy of the
agreement before the sale of the property

An employee of the main contractor signed a
document specifically identifying the materials,
plant and equipment brought onto site by the
subcontractor

*The Court might have come to a different conclusion
had it found that the installation was not readily
removable without “substantial injury either to the
immovable or its accessory”. However, evidence showed
that the removal could be effected with “more or
less ease”

Findings of the court

Findings of the court
The contractor is bound by the conditions on the
subcontractor’s tender documents since the main
contract contained no subsequent conditions with
regards thereto. The subcontractor was therefore
granted the declaratory order sought with costs and
was entitled to remove the specified materials. (Loots,
1995, p 456 – 457)

Industry News

The court held that a lift installation forms an integral
part of a multi-storey flat and that it is a proper
The subcontractor was employed under and inference that installer of the lifts intended them
accepted the conditions of contract in terms of the to form a permanent part of the structure, unless
main contract
expressly stated otherwise as was done in the contract
between Melcorp and the developer. Melcorp was
The main contractor was in financial difficulties and therefore entitled* to the relief claimed by it (Loots,
1995, p 458 – 459)
did not pay the subcontractor

Saflec Security Systems (Pty) Ltd v Group Five
Building (East Cape) (Pty) 1990 (4) SA 626 (E)
Question of law

The issue dealt with in this case is the same as that
in the case of Melcorp SA (Pty) Ltd v Joint Municipal
Pension Fund (Transvaal) 1980 (2) SA 214 (W) and
concerned the question of ownership of mechanical
Melcorp SA (Pty) Ltd v Joint Municipal Pension Fund equipment installed in a building and the right of the
supplier to remove such equipment if not paid for
(Transvaal) 1980 (2) SA 214 (W)

Question of law

Facts of the case

This case dealt with the question of ownership in
mechanical equipment installed in a building and the
right of the supplier to remove such equipment if not
paid for

Group Five carried on business as a building contractor.
It was contracted to build a prison for which two metal
detectors were required

Facts of the case

Group Five appointed B & J Electrical (Ciskei) (Pty) Ltd
to install the metal detectors

Doculum, a closed corporation, had an exclusive
Melcorp, the agent in South Africa for Mitsubishi marketing franchise for the sale of Saflec’s products
Lifts, supplied and installed two ten-passenger lifts in (the metal detectors) in the Eastern Cape
a building
Doculum had an agent for the Eastern Cape, Wellsafe
(Pty) Ltd
Because the developer defaulted in his bond
payments, the bondholder caused the property to According to Saflec the following agreement existed
be sold in execution and purchased the property at between itself, Doculum and B & J Electrical (Ciskei)
(Pty) Ltd:
the sale

January 2020
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Ownership Of Unfixed Materials
In A Building Contract (continued)
The detectors would be sold by Saflec to Doculum In that case the representation relied upon was the
and by Doculum to B & J Electrical (Ciskei) (Pty) Ltd
delivery of the goods by the appellant at a building
site without advising the first respondent of its
The detectors would be installed by Wellsafe (Pty) Ltd reservation of ownership.
B & J Electrical (Ciskei) (Pty) Ltd were to pay the price
of the detectors to Doculum
The court held that in that case the alleged
representation was equivocal, which the court also
Saflec would physically deliver one detector to held to be the case in the present instance.
Wellsafe (Pty) Ltd and the other to site
The court furthermore held that if the above finding
Saflec’s terms and conditions of the sale were was wrong there, was another ground upon which
expressly printed on the reverse side of the invoices the plea for estoppel could not succeed.
issued to Doculum. These conditions held that Saflec
remained owner of the goods until the full purchase Because this was a vindicatory application, the
authorities show that in such applications, fault in the
price thereof was paid
form of dolus or culpa, on the part of the party seeking
B & J Electrical (Ciskei) (Pty) Ltd had been placed under to vindicate its property must be proved. Group Five’s
liquidation; Saflec had not been paid and therefore plea of estoppel failed
claimed return of the detectors
Saflec was granted the return of its detectors
Group Five denied B & J Electrical (Ciskei) (Pty) Ltd to (Loots, 1995, p 459 – 464)
be its subcontractor, but agreed that B & J Electrical
CONCLUSION
Division (Pty) Ltd was its subcontractor
Group Five paid for the detectors and denied any Now, the question posed at the start can be answered.
knowledge of the arrangement between Saflec and It seems that the owner is not presumed to know that
the supplier might have reserved ownership in the
the various other firms
goods until the full purchase price has been paid.
Group Five submitted that even if Saflec retained
ownership in the sale of the detectors to Doculum it However, it would be sensible to obtain a guarantee
as insurance that all unfixed materials have been fully
was estopped from claiming return of the detectors
paid for, since employers, who have paid suppliers,
who have, reserved their ownership in the goods,
Findings of the court
might find their defence against claims from such
It was immaterial whether the subcontractor was B & suppliers unsuccessful. Even a plea of estoppel might
J Electrical (Ciskei) (Pty) Ltd or B & J Electrical Division not be enough grounds to successfully defend a claim
(Pty) Ltd because there was obviously an interrelationship between these companies. (Hereafter REFERENCE
reference will be made to B & J Electrical)
Finsen, E. 2018. The building contract: A commentary
The ownership in the detectors remained with Saflec on the JBCC Agreements. Third Edition. Cape Town:
and Doculum did not become owner because Saflec Juta & Company (Pty) Ltd
retained ownership of the goods until paid.
Joint Building Contracts Committee Inc. (JBCC).
Doculum could therefore not have transferred Principal Building Agreement. Edition 6.2, May 2018
ownership of the goods to B & J Electrical
Joint Building Contracts Committee Inc. (JBCC).
For estoppel to operate there must be, among other Nominated/Selected Subcontract Agreement. Edition
things, proof of a representation made by the party 6.2, May 2018
against whom estoppel is alleged. The representation
relied upon in this case was that made in the affidavit Loots, P.C. 1995. Construction law and related issues.
Cape Town: Juta & Company (Pty) Ltd
of Mr Robertson, quantity surveyor, of Group Five.
According to the court the facts in this case were not McKenzie, H.S, McKenzie, S.D. 2014. The law of building
different to those in B & B Hardware Distributors (Pty) and engineering contracts and arbitration. 7th Edition.
Ltd v Administrator, Cape & another 1989 (1) SA 957 (A). Cape Town: Juta & Company (Pty) Ltd g
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SAISC Steel Awards – a huge success, but
what now for the rest of industry?
By Paolo Trinchero, CEO of the South African Institute of
Steel Construction
On 10 October 2020, some 900 people attended the South
African Institute of Steel Construction’s (SAISC’s) annual
Steel Awards held at three venues simultaneously in
Johannesburg, Durban and Cape Town.
The range of building types entered was compendious
and the quality and of the innovation brought to bear in
many of these entries was remarkable.
The Steel Awards demonstrated South Africa’s ability to
manufacture and construct steel structures fit for multiple
purposes which in excellence match and, in certain
instances exceed, anything else found in the world.

“Unless a country is successfully
industrialised, it will sink back into
being an economic backwater, and as
a globally uncompetitive unit, will be a
taker of prices,” : Paolo Trinchero, CEO,
SAISC

Paolo Trinchero, CEO of the South African Institute of Steel Construction

organisations and where they’re going. As an Institute,
we are currently embarking on just such an exercise and
would encourage industry and government to do the
same to avoid South Africa’s relegation to the D division,”
he adds.
The companies that won awards at the 2019 SAISC event,
share the characteristic of being nimble, of being agile
and responsive to prevailing circumstances. Apart from
the normal issues of running a business such as correct
gearing ratios, effective credit control and managing cash
flow, successful businesses are highly reliant on the more
intangible aspect of relationships. “In business, it is about
networking and connecting,” explains Trinchero.

“However, our most recent Steel Awards stands as a proud
example of what can be achieved in South Africa. We need
to transfer some of these learnings into other areas both
of industry and government unless we want to experience
the peace, and poverty, of stagnancy. These learnings need “Those companies that have good relationships with their
suppliers, the people who give them work, the staff and
to be applied not only in the steel industry but also in
their competitors are definitely in a better position for
other South African industry sectors.
success,” he adds.
One has to look at the companies who participated in
the 2019 steel awards and use what they have done as a
template for running both industry and the country as a
whole.
The first attribute that the successful companies possess
is courage. Innovation takes courage. It takes courage
to step outside what are normally accepted bounds and
to produce something exceptional. “As South Africans,
we have shown many times that we are capable of great
courage when it’s needed,” Trinchero continues.
“Periodically, we need the ability to re-imagine ourselves,
to step back and dispassionately and critically look at our
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Regarding a solution to the current steel industry crisis,
Trinchero explains that there is no silver bullet solution.
The answer lies in doing the right thing, promptly and at
the right time and doing this every day repeatedly.
“At the Institute, this is something we try to do constantly
and as part of the reason why this year’s Steel Awards had
been the resounding success it has been. The role of the
Institute has been since 1956 promoting the use of steel in
construction and contributing to their health and wealth
of the industry for the good of all players. The Institute
is respected for its reservoir of authoritative technical
knowledge and its role as the collective voice of the steel
construction industry. >> P12
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Industry News

The glittering success of the steel awards stands as a
stark contrast to what is happening in South Africa’s
steel construction industry today. The past four years the
industry has shrunk, and thousands of jobs have been lost.
Many of South Africa’s long-standing and most successful
construction companies have either closed or gone into
business rescue. This we all know.

Agrément South Africa Awards Rocla Certificate Of Recognition
For Lightweight Top Structure Of Sanitation Units

S

outh African technical assessment agency,
Agrément SA, awarded Rocla a certificate of
recognition for its lightweight concrete toilet
top structure at a function held in Pretoria
recently.

Concrete and Aggregates

Rocla’s precast concrete sanitation unit is a cost-effective
solution to one of the most basic and essential needs in
South Africa – the need to supply clean, hygienic and costefficient sanitation to schools and homes of people living
in rural areas.
“Rocla is proud to have its innovatively designed
sanitation units certified as “fit for purpose” by Agrément
SA. We had a unit on display at the function in Pretoria,
which caught the eye of the Deputy Minister of Public
Works and Infrastructure, Noxolo Kiviet as well as other
delegates” commented Malebusa Sebatane, Marketing
and Communications Manager for the Infrastructure
Specialist Group (ISG), adding “ We described the unique
features of our sanitation units to the deputy minister,
and how the product could solve the issue of non-existent
hygienic ablution facilities found at many schools, and in
particular resolve the issue of pit latrine deaths endured
by our young children in schools and in their homes” said
Sebatane. >> P13

<< P11

“However, the Institute is not a
political lobbyist, and, as such, is not
responsible for driving direct sales for any of its members,”
he elaborates. As the collective voice of the steel industry,
the SAISC has been intensively communicating with
the Department of Trade and Industry, among other
government organisations, to find a constructive solution
to the current situation.
A concern of the Institute is the inordinate amount of time
taken to effect government initiatives. “Many businesses
in the steel industry do not have the luxury of six months
to wait while in new ‘steel industry blueprint’ is drawn
up by a government department. At this stage, the need
for positive change is more than urgent,” he asserts. “Our
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Agrément SA Certificate for Rocla Sanitation Units

President Cyril Ramaphosa summed the South African
challenge when he said: ‘In South Africa we are very good
at talking, but terrible at doing.’”
In terms of doing, the SAISC is in the process of reimagining its future. “We reach out to both government
and to business to undertake a similar re-imagination or
re-invention,” says Trinchero. “We have seen the possibility
for success in our celebration of steel excellence in our
Steel Awards Event and now we need to find some way of
extending that throughout industry,” he adds.
“The SAISC sincerely wishes to partner with private and
public sector organisations in whatever way possible to
reach a better, more sustainable future, both of the steel
industry and our nation as a whole,” he concludes. g
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The Rocla
unit was
designed to
provide a viable, dignified,
safe and sustainable
toilet unit to even the
most remote corners
of South Africa. All of
Rocla’s sanitation units are
designed as water saving
units that can function on
the existing grey water
output from a household
rather than requiring fresh
drinking water. The good
news for municipalities
and home owners with pit
latrines is that the Rocla
solutions on offer also
include for an upgrade
to the Water Research
Commission endorsed
twin leach pit technology
at a reduced cost to a new
installation.

<< P12

Malebusa Sebatane ISG and Billy Qiqimana from Envirosan
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Agrément, which was launched in July 2018 is a fullyfledged legal entity of the Department of Public Works
(DPW). Agrément’s certificates are comprehensive advisory
documents that will assist building authorities and other
relevant players to assess the in-situ suitability of any
innovation.
Rocla is part of the ISG Group which also includes
Technicrete. g
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Of particular interest to Deputy Minister Noxolo Kiviet was
the unique “Community Cast” methodology with which
all the new Rocla toilet structures and sub structures
are manufactured. The award winning Community Cast
system was developed by Rocla specifically to benefit rural
and township economies with strong emphasis on local
job creation and skills transfer which of course aligns 100%
with the Public Works and Infrastructure’s Expanded Public

Works Programmes.

Borrow Pits Will Kill Quarrying Industry

S

urface mining industry association, the
Aggregate and Sand Producers Association
of Southern Africa (ASPASA), is lobbying
government to urgently crack down on illconceived borrow pits that are jeopardising legitimate
quarries and threatening the livelihoods of thousands
of workers in the industry.

Concrete and Aggregates

“Once a business shuts down and closes its doors it is too
late. We cannot simply stand by while licensed, legally
compliant and sustainable quarries are being put out of
business by borrow pits that are opened to supply certain
large-scale projects more cheaply. These do not employ
permanent workers, do not invest heavily in capital
equipment and have the potential to scar the environment
in ways that can render tracts of land unusable for future
generations.
“While some in the construction industry, and even
some engineering bodies, have called for easy-access to
“cheap” aggregates, such an idea is ill-conceived and will
lead to catastrophe in the quarrying industry with the
consequence of large-scale building material shortages
and a rapid downward spiral in material quality.
Completely unsustainable
“Borrow pits like these are only established for large
and lucrative contracts and neglect smaller scale and
more specialised requirements. That means the cream of
contracts will be eroded from formal quarries, many of
whom are only able to survive and recapitalise as a result
of this type of cash injection that occurs from time-to-time.
“The knock-on effect is that hard-to-reach aggregates
will be neglected, specialised crushing and screening
equipment will not be procured and as a result aggregates
for high strength concrete and specialised construction
will become unavailable. These cannot then be simply
imported, as the cost of transport will make it completely
unaffordable,” says Nico Pienaar, director of ASPASA.
He says the association is currently engaging the
Department of Minerals and Energy, the South African
National Roads Agency Limited, the Department of
Environmental Affairs and other stakeholders in order to
discuss the ramifications of these “short-term remedies” to
cost saving initiatives. We have already seen the collapse
of the large-scale construction sector, mass exodus of skills
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Nico Pienaar of ASPASA

required to deliver infrastructure and the emergence of
mafia style syndicates taking advantage of loopholes in
the procurement practices in the construction industry.
Fighting back
“We do not want the same to happen in our industry
and will fight tooth-and-nail to prevent ill-though out
policies from ruining our industry and costing the jobs of
thousands of gainfully employed workers in our industry.
“We rather call for engagement with all stakeholders,
because with proper planning our industry has the ability
to deliver whatever is required to build South Africa
sustainably and to continue to thrive and employ evergrowing numbers of workers for generations to come.
Surely, that is a better solution!” Nico concludes.
Defining a borrow pit
A borrow pit is a land use involving the excavation or
digging of material for use as fill at another site and
includes the pit area, stockpiles, haul roads, entrance
roads, scales, crusher, and all related facilities. They are
subject to:
•
Approval by the Department of Mineral Resources and
Energy
•
A permit to operate
•
Compliance with national and provincial legislation
•
Compliance with local by-laws
•
Compliance with water usage requirements
•
Compliance with environmental requirements
•
Compliance with Minerals Charter
•
Compliance with MHSA act
•
Compliance with labour legislation
•
Must have a pre- and post-operational usage and
rehabilitation plan
•
Other requirements g
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The next course for LSF building contractors will be presented in Gauteng from 24 to 28 February 2020.
For more information and to register, please click on the following link:
Download registration form here :
https://www.saisc.co.za/events/training-course-for-building-contractors-of-light-steel-frame-buildings-4

Audit Systems For Readymix And Clay
Brick Operations

T

he Aggregate and Sand Producers Association
of Southern Africa (ASPASA), is also extending
its safety, health and environmental audits to
include non-mining related activities including
readymix, concrete and brick plants.
In many instances these plants are located close to the
quarry or mine or even situated on the mine, and make
use of minerals that have been extracted from the mine.
However, if the plants are not situated within the mine’s
boundaries they are not covered by the Mine Health
and Safety Act (MHSA) but rather need to comply with
the Occupations Health and Safety Act. Similarly, a
comprehensive environmental audit is also available based
on ASPASA’s internationally acclaimed audit system, the
about face programme.

quarry or mine, as well as the auxiliary plant off-site. Rather
than using multiple suppliers the company can simply
make use of the existing auditors for less complications,”
says Nico.
He concludes that the audits are conducted by an
independent auditor who are well versed and better able
to work quickly and efficiently through each site with the
least possible disruptions. Upon completion the auditors
also compile a non-compliance report that can be used to
take immediate remedial actions. It makes sense to use a
professional supplier with specially developed programs
to ensure the health and safety of the site, as well as
ensuring the operation is run with the least environmental
impact. g

According to ASPASA director, Nico Pienaar, the audits
were developed on ISO principles and tailor made to
South African conditions. Guidelines and documentation
are supplied to members to ensure compliance with
legislation and ASPASA best practices, where after the
annual audits are conducted to ensure conformity.
“The audits address the needs of the industry as they
are designed to be inexpensive and easier to implement
than existing programs. Yet, they are every bit as
comprehensive and easily ensure that the plants audited
will have the right systems and procedures in place to
ensure compliance with all legislation and best practices.
“It is especially convenient for plants that operate both the
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Skills and Training

Early registration is recommended, as we can accept only a limited number of students.
This course is also planned for September 2020, in Cape Town.
www.sasfa.co.za g

master builders
south africa

Corporate members
Boland
Daniël Uys – Executive Director
Tel: 021 863 3330
E-mail: info@mbaboland.org.za

M

KwaZulu-Natal
Vikashnee Harbhajan – Executive Director
Tel: 031 266 7070
E-mail: info@masterbuilders.co.za

Greater Boland
Duane Phillips – Executive Director
Tel: 023 342 6964
E-mail: mbagb@telkomsa.net

Having grown up in the township of Malamulele, Limpopo, Ms
Mashau joined Motheo Construction Group as a trainee site
Quantity Surveyor in 2005, having qualified with a Diploma in
Building and Civil Engineering.

Free State
Francois du Plessis – Executive Director
Tel: 057 352 6269
E-mail: admin@mbafs.co.za

MBA North
Mohau Mphomela – Executive Director
Tel: 011 805 6611
E-mail: info@mbanorth.co.za

People

Lettie Mashau appointed as new
CEO of Motheo Construction Group
s Lettie
Mashau
was
recently
appointed by
the Board of
Directors of Motheo
Construction Group
on 9 September 2019
as the new Chief
Executive Officer
(CEO). Ms Mashau
has been a part of
the Motheo family for
14 years. Earmarked
early on as Dr.
Ndlovu’s successor,
Ms Mashau has been
closely mentored by Dr.
Ndlovu for many years.

East Cape
Greg Steele – Executive Director
Tel: 041 365 1835
E-mail: ecmba@global.co.za

Northern Cape
Christa du Plooy – Secretary
Tel: 053 832 1762
E-mail: nc_mba@xsinet.co.za

Western Cape
Allen Bodill – Executive Director
Tel: 021 685 2625
E-mail: info@mbawc.org.za

affiliate members
Association of Architectural Aluminium
Manufacturers of SA
Johan J Heyneke – Director
Tel: 011 805 5002
E-mail: aaamsa@iafrica.com
SA Reinforced Concrete Engineers’
Association
Jeff Thomas – Director
Tel: 011 455 6321
E-mail: sarcea@iafrica.com
SA Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
Contractors’ Association
Barney Richardson – Director
Tel: 011 622 3890
E-mail: barney@saracca.co.za
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people
Ms Lettie Mashau

Showing integrity, determination and initiative in the
workplace, Ms Mashau took the opportunities offered her by
Motheo with both hands.
She quickly rose through the ranks. She is now a shareholder
and Director at Motheo. Prior to taking up the position as CEO,
she held direct oversight of all Northern Cape, Mpumalanga,
Limpopo, North West, Free State, and Pretoria operations. Ms
Mashau has served on the Motheo Board since September
2011, which oversees the company’s national operations and
strategic direction.
The Board of Directors of Motheo Construction Group have
reaffirmed their commitment to the Dr. Thandi Ndlovu
Children’s Foundation (www.drthandifoundation.com). Team
Motheo will also seek ways in which we can meaningfully
contribute towards arresting the curse of gender-based
violence in South Africa.
“To live my life to the fullest and experience each day as if
it were my last, knowing that, nothing is impossible if you
put your mind to it! To make a difference in the lives of those
less fortunate than I am. To touch each soul that I encounter
as I journey through life with compassion, dignity, humility
and respect, in the full knowledge that, irrespective of our
circumstances, we are all made in the image of God.” – Dr.
Thandi Ndlovu’s life motto.
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Construction Industry Events 2020

Charter Cities Conference - 17-18 March 2020 - Hilton
Hotel, Sandton

Student Accommodation Development Summit - 25
March 2020 - Hilton Hotel, Sandton

African Smart Cities Summit - 09 June 2020 - Gallagher
Convention Centre, Johannesburg

African Construction and Totally Concrete Expo 09-11 June 2020 - Gallagher Convention Centre,
Johannesburg

Sustainability Week - 23-25 June 2020 - CSIR
International Convention Centre, Pretoria

NIGERIA BUILD Expo - 25-27 June - Landmark Centre,
Lagos, Nigeria

Interbuild Africa - 29 Jul-01 August 2020 – Nasrec Expo
Centre Johannesburg

Master Builders South Africa Congress 2020 –
September – Venue TBA

Cape Construction Expo - 09-10 September 2020 Sun Exhibits, GrandWest, Cape Town

AfriBuild - 13-15 October 2020 – Nasrec Expo Centre
Johannesburg

Bauma Conexpo Africa - 13-16 October 2021 - Nasrec
Expo Centre Johannesburg
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Events 2020

Charter Cities Conference - 17-18 March 2020 - Hilton
Hotel, Sandton
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